Introduction
============

Adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) RNA editing, catalyzed by ADAR (adenosine deaminase acting on RNA) enzymes ([@msx274-B101]; [@msx274-B65]; [@msx274-B39], [@msx274-B38]; [@msx274-B61]; [@msx274-B93], [@msx274-B95]), is an evolutionarily conserved mechanism in metazoans ([@msx274-B69]; [@msx274-B6]; [@msx274-B5]; [@msx274-B60], [@msx274-B61]; [@msx274-B36]; [@msx274-B115]; [@msx274-B35]; [@msx274-B51]). Inosine (I) is recognized as guanosine (G) by various cellular machinery ([@msx274-B105]; [@msx274-B101]; [@msx274-B90]; [@msx274-B21]; [@msx274-B60], [@msx274-B61]; [@msx274-B37]; [@msx274-B46]; [@msx274-B54]; [@msx274-B10]; [@msx274-B2]). Therefore an A-to-I RNA editing event often has a similar cellular function as an A-to-G DNA substitution. Compared with the possible pleiotropic effects generated by DNA mutations ([@msx274-B31]; [@msx274-B104]; [@msx274-B81]), RNA editing is hypothesized to facilitate adaptive evolution by increasing proteomic diversities temporally or spatially, in a more flexible manner ([@msx274-B25]; [@msx274-B61], [@msx274-B62]; [@msx274-B42]; [@msx274-B88]).

The A-to-I RNA editing sites have been systematically characterized in various metazoan species during the past decade ([@msx274-B83]; [@msx274-B94]). Despite the deep conservation of this mechanism, the target landscapes of editing have considerably evolved during metazoan evolution. The majority of RNA editing sites are located in clusters in noncoding regions of humans ([@msx274-B9]; [@msx274-B48]; [@msx274-B52]; [@msx274-B71]; [@msx274-B57]; [@msx274-B85]; [@msx274-B7]; [@msx274-B91]; [@msx274-B74], [@msx274-B73]), monkeys ([@msx274-B13]; [@msx274-B109]), mice ([@msx274-B16]), worms ([@msx274-B114]; [@msx274-B24]), and coral ([@msx274-B79]). Nevertheless, a considerable number of editing sites are clustered in mRNA regions in *Drosophila* ([@msx274-B26]; [@msx274-B87]; [@msx274-B102]; [@msx274-B58]; [@msx274-B110]; [@msx274-B11]; [@msx274-B18]; [@msx274-B112]), ants ([@msx274-B53]) and cephalopod species ([@msx274-B1]; [@msx274-B55]). These results suggest that RNA editing modulates the diversity of the transcriptomes and proteomes through different means. Previously, we systematically identified about 2,000A-to-I editing sites in brains of *D. melanogaster* ([@msx274-B18]). By comparing the observed nonsynonymous (*N*) to synonymous (*S*) editing sites versus the expected *N/S* ratio under randomness (neutrality), we found abundant nonsynonymous editing events in *Drosophila* brain are adaptive and maintained by natural selection ([@msx274-B18]). The signals of adaptation in nonsynonymous editing sites were also detected by other studies in *Drosophila* ([@msx274-B110]; [@msx274-B112]) and cephalopods ([@msx274-B23]; [@msx274-B1]; [@msx274-B55]). In humans, although the *N/S* analysis reveals the nonsynonymous editing events in CDSs are overall nonadaptive ([@msx274-B107]), the editing events conserved in both humans and mice show the signature of adaptation ([@msx274-B108]). Despite the fact that many RNA editing sites are clustered ([@msx274-B1]; [@msx274-B114]; [@msx274-B110]; [@msx274-B18]; [@msx274-B24]; [@msx274-B55]; [@msx274-B112]), most studies, including our own ([@msx274-B18]), focused primarily on the effect of each editing event on amino acid changes and did not consider the possible combinatory effect of the neighboring editing events. Since the effects of multiple editing events in an RNA molecule might interfere with each other, the combined effect of the linked editing events should be taken into account.

Previous studies have demonstrated that many adenosines in a double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) could be edited simultaneously ([@msx274-B63]; [@msx274-B77]; [@msx274-B113]; [@msx274-B80]; [@msx274-B102]). With the advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS), it was reported that multiple editing events could be detected in a single NGS read ([@msx274-B12]; [@msx274-B78]). Moreover, considering such "hyper-edited" reads has helped to identify numerous novel editing sites ([@msx274-B12]; [@msx274-B78]), such as in human tumors ([@msx274-B30]; [@msx274-B70]; [@msx274-B106]), primate *Alu* sequences ([@msx274-B47]) and mammalian transposons ([@msx274-B43]), mouse polyomavirus ([@msx274-B22]), *Drosophila* ([@msx274-B11]), coral ([@msx274-B79]), and cephalopods ([@msx274-B1]; [@msx274-B55]). Despite these intriguing discoveries, it remains unclear whether such "hyper-edited" NGS reads are caused by significant linkage of editing events in the same RNA molecules or just by randomness. In principle, if ADAR catalyzes multiple editing sites on an RNA molecule simultaneously, in a cell the edited "I" (read as "G" in the sequencing results) alleles across sites would be linked in the same RNA molecules, and the unedited "A" alleles would be linked in the unedited RNAs. In other words, the linkage of editing events would generate a pattern similar to the DNA haplotype blocks with strong "linkage disequilibrium" (LD) ([supplementary fig. S1*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). In contrast, if ADAR catalyzes the clustered editing sites randomly, the postedited mRNAs should be a mixture of different haplotypes that do not show any signal of linkage among the edited sites ([supplementary fig. S1*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Therefore, observing multiple editing sites clustered within short distances of each other does not necessarily suggest significant linkage of the editing events in these sites. LD describes the nonrandom association between DNA mutations at different loci within a population ([@msx274-B49]), and DNA haplotypes with strong LDs often inform the possible epistatic interactions between the mutated sites ([@msx274-B14]; [@msx274-B100]). Here we employed the algorithm (*r^2^*) that was originally designed to detect LD of DNA mutations to identify the significantly linked editing sites. Knowing the linkage information is crucial for comprehending the cellular functions of the A-to-I editing events, especially when the editing sites are adjacent to each other.

In this study, we compiled the previously characterized A-to-I editing sites in ten metazoan species ([fig. 1*A*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). In each species, we investigated whether or not the editing events were significantly linked in the same RNA molecules. Our results suggest that many editing events are linked in flies and cephalopods, presumably associated with the adaptation of the editing events; nevertheless, the patterns are different in worms and humans. We also found the linkage of editing events has different impacts on DNA sequence evolution of these species.

![The landscape of linkage between RNA editing events in ten metazoan species. (*A*) A phylogenetic tree of the ten species we used in this study. The numbers of editing sites in coding and noncoding regions are given next to each species. For *Drosophila melanogaster*, the editing sites before and after the slash were retrieved from brains ([@msx274-B18]) and adults ([@msx274-B112]), respectively. (*B*) A hypothetical example of calculating *r^2^* between two editing sites based on the coverage of the NGS reads. Only reads covering the two editing sites (in orange) were included, and the reads spanning only one editing site (in gray) were discarded. (*C*) Violin plots of *r^2^* (*y*-axis) for significantly linked PESs in 25 samples of ten species (*x*-axis). The numbers of total, N--N and the remaining slPESs in each sample are presented above the plots. (*D*) The proportions of the PESs that have editing events significantly linked in each sample (adjusted *P* \< 0.05). Besides the total PESs, the fraction for the N--N or the remaining PESs that was significantly linked was also calculated in each sample. The fraction of the N--N PESs that is significantly linked was compared with that of the remaining PESs with the Fisher's exact test. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001. For the four species *O. bimaculoides*, *D. pealeii, C. elegans*, and *H. sapiens*, only the top four samples with the largest numbers of slPESs are shown in (***C***) and (*D*). Fem, female adults; Mal, male adults; Ner, nerve system; Axi, axial nerve cord; Opt, Optic lobe; Sub, subesophageal brain; Sup, supraesophageal brain; Buc, Buccal ganglia; Gia, giant fiber lobe; Ste, stellate ganglion; Emb, embryos; L1, L1 larvae; L2∼3, L2∼3 larvae; L4, L4 larvae; Cer, cerebellum; FroG, frontal gyrus; Tem, temporal lobe. *D. mel*, *Drosophila melanogaster*; *D. sim*, *Drosophila simulans*; *D. pse*, *Drosophila pseudoobscura*; *O. vul*, *Octopus vulgaris*; *O. bim*, *Octopus bimaculoides*; *D. pea*, *Doryteuthis pealeii*; *S. ofi*, *Sepia oficianalis*; *C. ele*, *Caenorhabditis elegans*; *H. sap*, *Homo sapiens*; *M. mus*, *Mus musculus*.](msx274f1){#msx274-F1}
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We collected the previously identified A-to-I RNA editing sites in 45 samples of ten species, including flies, cephalopods, worms, mice, and humans (in each sample, we only considered the editing sites with editing level ≥0.05, [supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). These ten species were chosen due to the extensive editome characterization in previous studies ([fig. 1*A*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The editing sites of *D. melanogaster* consist of 1,935 sites in brains, 426 sites in female and 818 sites in male adults of five strains of *D. melanogaster* we previously characterized ([@msx274-B18]), and 1,181 sites in adults of *D. melanogaster* identified by Zhang *et al.* ([@msx274-B112]). 729 and 408 of the editing sites in brains of *D. melanogaster* have orthologous sites edited in brains of *D. simulans* and *D. pseudoobscura*, respectively ([@msx274-B18]). The editing sites in *Caenorhabditis elegans* consist of 516 sites in CDSs and 31,390 sites in noncoding regions ([@msx274-B114]). We also analyzed the previously identified editing sites in CDSs of four cephalopod species (*Octopus vulgaris, Octopus bimaculoides*, *Doryteuthis pealeii*, and *Sepia oficianalis*. The number of sites with editing level ≥0.05 ranges from 31,936 to 44,817 in the four species) ([@msx274-B55]). In mammals, we compiled the editing sites in brains of mice (55 in CDSs and 7,807 in noncoding regions) ([@msx274-B16]; [@msx274-B84]), and about 1.4 million editing sites in brains of humans ([@msx274-B84]; [@msx274-B85]). Based on the phylogenetic tree ([@msx274-B72]; [@msx274-B103]; [@msx274-B19]; [@msx274-B55]), the divergence time between the species in our analysis spans from a few million (between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*, or between *O. vulgaris* and *O. bimaculoides*) to ∼600 million years (between vertebrates and the invertebrates). Therefore, our analysis would well reflect the evolutionary dynamics of linkage of RNA editing events at different time scales.

Detecting Linkage of A-to-I RNA Editing Events in Metazoans
-----------------------------------------------------------

For each tissue of a species, we downloaded the raw next-generation sequencing (NGS) data from the original studies ([supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) and mapped all the sequencing reads to the corresponding reference genome or assembled transcriptome (Materials and Methods). We only considered the NGS reads spanning at least two annotated editing sites (reads spanning only one editing site were discarded, [fig. 1*B*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). We also required the editing sites to have sequencing coverage ≥20× and editing levels above 0.05. Then for all the pairwise combinations of editing sites that were covered by the NGS reads, we calculated the frequencies of the four possible "haplotypes" and calculated the *D*, *r^2^* and *P* value using the method in calculating LD ([fig. 1*B*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Here we only focused on the linkage of editing events that were mutually associative (*D* \> 0), and did not consider the mutually exclusive editing events (*D* \< 0) that were occasionally (\< 1%) observed (Materials and Methods).

At a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05, we identified hundreds to thousands of pairs of editing sites (PESs) that had events significantly linked in a sample (see [fig. 1*C*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"} for the numbers and violin plots of *r^2^* for 25 representative samples, and [supplementary fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for the remaining samples; see [supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for all the significantly linked PESs \[slPESs\]). Notably, the fraction of PESs that show significant linkage varies widely among species ([fig. 1*D*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, among the 1,087 PESs supported by NGS reads in brains of *D. melanogaster*, 20.8% (226/1,087) of them show significant linkage after multiple testing corrections (adjusted *P* \< 0.05, [fig. 1*D*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Besides, we also found comparable (or even higher) proportions of the slPESs in adults of *D. melanogaster* previously characterized by us ([@msx274-B18]) or [@msx274-B112], or for the sites that had conserved editing events in brains of *D. simulans* or *D. pseudoobscura* ([fig. 1*D*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, a similar proportion (23.4%) of the PESs was significantly linked in mouse brains ([fig. 1*D*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Intriguingly, we identified thousands of slPESs in neural tissues of cephalopods, which accounts for 9.7--21.0% of all the possible PESs supported by the NGS reads (sequencing coverage *C* ≥ 20, [fig. 1*D*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in various tissues of worms and human brain tissues, only 1.1--4.1% of the PESs supported by the NGS reads were significantly linked ([fig. 1*D*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Despite the difference in the overall patterns of linkage across these clades, we found in each sample, the nonsynonymous--nonsynonymous (N--N) PESs, in general, have considerably higher proportions to be significantly linked compared with the remaining PESs ([fig. 1*D*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the amino acid changes caused by these linked nonsynonymous editing events might have epistatic interactions and be favored by natural selection. In summary, we observed widespread linkage of the editing events in CDSs of flies and cephalopods. Although the N--N PESs tend to be linked in worms and humans, the contribution of these linked N--N PESs to the overall pattern is diluted since the editing sites are predominantly located in noncoding or repetitive regions in these two species ([fig. 1*D*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, relatively lower fractions of the PESs show evidence of linkage in worms and humans.

The power in detecting linkage of editing events is affected by the sequencing coverage of the editing sites (*C*), since higher *C* value would yield a smaller *P* value even if the *r^2^* and the relative frequencies of the four haplotypes are the same ([fig. 1*B*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}, Materials and Methods). Indeed, *C* is generally lower for the human brain samples since most of the editing sites in humans are in noncoding regions that are lowly transcribed ([supplementary fig. S3*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data) and [*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). To exclude the possible detection bias caused by sequencing coverage (*C*), we used different cutoffs of *C* in our analysis. By requiring *C* to be at least 50 or 100, we constantly found a considerably lower fraction of the PESs are significantly linked in humans and worms than in flies, mice, and cephalopods ([supplementary fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The editing sites analyzed in this study were identified based on mRNA-Seq data generated under different Illumina sequencing protocols: the brain editomes of the three *Drosophila* species were determined by 50-bp single-end sequencing, whereas the remaining libraries were sequenced by 50-bp single-end or ≥70-bp pair-end protocols ([supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The median length of the insert size ranged from 150 to 250 bps for most of the pair-end libraries ([supplementary fig. S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Since we collapsed the paired-end RNA-Seq reads whenever applicable, the paired-end reads would in principle recover more distantly located editing sites and yield more power in detecting the linkage of editing events. Thus, it seems unlikely that the difference in NGS read length would cause the fraction of slPESs to be higher in *Drosophila* brains (50-bp single-end) than in worms or humans (both have pair-end sequences). To further exclude the potential bias caused by the difference in NGS read lengths, we employed a "50 nt mapping" approach by which we extracted the first 50 nt from each NGS reads (the paired-end reads were treated as two independent reads) and redid all the LD analysis ([supplementary fig. S6*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). As expected, the global trend that higher fractions of PESs were significantly linked in flies and cephalopods than in humans or worms remained intact with this "50 nt mapping" approach ([supplementary fig. S6*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). In addition, this pattern held true when we only used the ≥ 70-bp pair-end sequencing libraries in the analyses ([supplementary fig. S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

Notably, in both CDSs and noncoding regions, the neighboring editing sites that showed significant linkage had significantly shorter distances compared with those that were not significantly linked in a sample ([supplementary fig. S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). To further control for the effects of the distance between editing sites as well as the NGS read lengths on our analyses, we examined the PESs with distances ≤15 nt (this cutoff was chosen because the median distance of slPESs across all the samples was ∼15 nt). At different cutoffs of *C* (20, 50, or 100), we constantly observed higher proportions of the PESs are significantly linked in flies, mice, and cephalopods than in humans and worms ([supplementary fig. S9*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Furthermore, we found that the PESs within 15 nt have remarkably higher proportions to be linked compared with the remaining PESs that have distances \>15 nt ([supplementary fig. S9*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Analogous results were obtained when we used other cutoffs (10, 20, and 30 nt; see [supplementary fig. S9*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data)--*D*, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, respectively). These patterns might not be surprising since more distantly located sites are less likely to be simultaneously edited by ADAR ([@msx274-B101]; [@msx274-B65], [@msx274-B66]; [@msx274-B39], [@msx274-B38]; [@msx274-B60]; [@msx274-B61]; [@msx274-B93], [@msx274-B95]).

Altogether, our results suggest that abundant editing events are significantly linked in the RNA molecules in metazoans, and this pattern is more pronounced in flies and cephalopods than in worms or humans. Furthermore, the distinct patterns we observed in the former two versus the latter two species are not affected by the difference in sequencing coverage or NGS read length.

Conservation of the Linked Editing Events across Species
--------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies revealed that the nonsynonymous editing events tend to be conserved between *Drosophila* ([@msx274-B18]; [@msx274-B112]) or cephalopod species ([@msx274-B55]). Here, we examined the conservation patterns of the slPESs, especially the ones containing nonsynonymous editing events, between closely related species. The conservation of RNA editing events can be manifested at different levels ([fig. 2*A*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Even if the adenosine sites are conserved between two species, a slPES in one species might have three possible patterns in another species ([fig. 2*A*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}). First, the two orthologous adenosine sites are both edited and significantly linked in the other species (conserved linkage). Second, the orthologous adenosine sites are edited but linked with different editing site in the other species (evolved linkage). Third, neither (or one) of the two orthologous sites is edited, or they do not show linkage with each other even if one both sites are edited in the other species (species-specific linkage). Moreover, the edited adenosine site might evolve at DNA level, which precludes the possibility of editing in the other species (nonconserved adenosines, [fig. 2*A*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Conservation of linked editing events between species. (*A*) The possible conservation patterns of a slPES in another species: 1) conserved linkage, for which the two orthologous adenosine sites are both edited and significantly linked in another species; 2) evolved linkage, for which one of the orthologous adenosine sites is edited but linked with a different editing site; 3) species-specific linkage, for which the two orthologous sites might be edited but do not show linkage to each other, and they are not linked with other editing sites as well. It is also possible that the orthologous sites in another species are not adenosines (*B*, which represents C, T, or G) so that editing would not occur on the orthologous sites. (*B*) The proportion (*y*-axis) of the total, the N--N, and the remaining slPESs that are conserved between two *Drosophila* species or between two cephalopod species (\*\*\**P* \< 0.001; Fisher's exact tests). In each comparison, the numbers of the tested slPESs and the conserved slPESs between species are given above the plot. In flies, all the remaining (Other) slPESs were used to compare with the N--N slPESs to increase the statistical power; and in cephalopods, the S--S (synonymous--synonymous) slPESs were used to compare with the N--N slPESs. (*C*--*F*) The proportions of the editing events that are evolutionarily conserved between two species of *Drosophila* (brains, ***C***), cephalopods (pooled tissues, *D*), non-*Alu* (*E*) and *Alu* (*F*) regions between humans and rhesus macaque (prefrontal cortex and cerebellum**).** Nonsynonymous (Nonsyn), synonymous (Syn) and noncoding adenosine sites are divided into three categories: 1) clustered (within 100 nt) and significantly linked (CLN); 2) clustered but unlinked (CUN); and 3) unclustered (UNC). When comparing editing events in two species, only the sites with editing level ≥ 0.05 and the genomic DNA were adenosines in both species were considered. The numbers of total editing sites in each category used for comparison are presented below the bars. The Fisher's exact tests were performed to detect statistical significance (\**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001).](msx274f2){#msx274-F2}

We set out to discover the slPESs conserved between species (conserved linkage, [fig. 2*A*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Among the 226 slPESs in brains of *D. melanogaster*, 85 (37.6%) of them show conserved linkage in brains of *D. simulans* and 52 (23.0%) of them show conserved linkage in brains of *D. pseudoobscura* ([fig. 2*B*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}, see [supplementary table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online for details). We found 42 PESs are significantly linked in brains of all the three *Drosophila* species ([supplementary table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). For the 43 PESs that showed conserved linkage in both *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* but not in *D. pseudoobscura*, four PESs had orthologous sites edited in both positions but did not show any linkage and 15 PESs had both orthologous sites conserved (i.e., were also adenosines) but at least one site in a PES was not edited in *D. pseudoobscura*, and 24 PESs had at least one orthologous site not conserved in *D. pseudoobscura* at the DNA level ([supplementary table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). We also found 40.0% (4,046 out of 10,111) of the slPESs in *O. vulgaris* show conserved linkage in *O. bimaculoides* and 7.5% (825 out of 10,997) of the slPESs in *D. pealeii* are conserved in *Sepia oficianalis* ([fig. 2*B*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). We further found 46 slPESs are conserved in all the four cephalopod species (conserved linkage, [supplementary table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Consistent with previous observations that only a few editing events are conserved across mammalian species ([@msx274-B76]), we in total identified 83 sites that had editing events conserved between humans and mice and only two PESs (one in *GRIK2* and the other in *ZNF397*) that showed conserved linkage in both humans and mice ([supplementary fig. S10*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Since the majority of the editing sites in human and other primates are located in *Alu* sequences that are absent in mice ([@msx274-B47]), we also examined the editing events conserved between humans and the rhesus macaques that were characterized previously ([@msx274-B13]). We detected 8,434 editing sites (135 in non-*Alu* and 8,299 in *Alu* sequences) that had conserved editing events in both humans and macaques (we only focused on the editing sites in the prefrontal cortex and cerebellum since editing information were available in these two tissues for both species). Among the 566 slPESs in humans (47 in non-*Alu* and 519 in *Alu* regions, [supplementary fig. S10*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), only 34 (∼6%) of them (2 in non-*Alu* and 32 in *Alu* regions) were also significantly linked in macaques ([supplementary table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), suggesting the fraction of slPESs that is conserved is lower in primates than in *Drosophila* or cephalopods ([fig. 2*B*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, for the two conserved PESs between human and mouse, although the orthologous sites in macaque are conserved adenosine in DNA for the PES in *ZNF397*, both sites were not edited in prefrontal cortex or cerebellum in macaques. *GRIK2* encodes a glutamate receptor for excitatory neurotransmitters and three nonsynonymous editing events (Ile567Val, Tyr571Val, and Gln621Arg) on its mRNA was discovered more than two decades ago ([@msx274-B68]). We found the editing events of Ile567Val and Tyr571Val are significantly linked in humans, macaques, and mice, which suggests the potential functional importance of this linkage. Strikingly, significantly higher proportions of the N--N PESs showed conserved linkage than the remaining (or S--S) PESs in flies and cephalopods ([fig. 2*B*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}), and similar results were obtained when we only considered conserved adenosine sites between the closely related species ([supplementary fig. S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Overall, these results further support the hypothesis that the linkage of N--N PESs might result in epistatic amino acid interactions which are preserved by natural selection in flies and cephalopods.

The linkage of editing events can evolve across species (nonconserved or species-specific linkage, [fig. 2*A*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the conserved linked PESs might only account for a fraction of the conserved editing events across species. For example, among the 348 editing sites in the 226 slPESs in brains of *D. melanogaster*, 212 sites had editing events conserved in brains of *D. simulans*; whereas only 140 sites had conserved editing events if we only considered the conserved linked PESs between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*. Therefore, 72 sites had editing events conserved in the two *Drosophila* species, but the linkage among these editing sites might have evolved. Similarly, among the 2,265 sites that had editing events conserved in both *D. pealeii* and *S. oficianalis*, only 1,003 of them comprised slPESs that were conserved between these two species, and the remaining 1,262 sites had conserved editing events but the linkage patterns might have evolved between these two species. To broadly test whether linkage is associated with conserved editing events across species, we divided the edited adenosine sites in a species into three categories: 1) clustered (within 100 nt) and significantly linked (CLN), 2) clustered but unlinked (CUN), and 3) unclustered (UNC). To control for the confounding effects caused by DNA evolution, we only focused on the adenosine sites that are conserved between species. We defined an editing site to be linked if it was significantly linked with a neighboring editing site in the LD analysis (adjusted *P* \< 0.05). Since the nonsynonymous, synonymous and noncoding editing sites are under different selective pressures ([@msx274-B108]; [@msx274-B18]), we explored the conservation patterns of the editing events in each functional class separately. For the adenosine sites conserved between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans* and edited in brains of *D. melanogaster*, the CLN sites have the highest whereas the UNC sites have the lowest proportion of editing events conserved in brains *D. simulans* ([fig. 2*C*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). This pattern persisted for the nonsynonymous and synonymous editing sites in brains of *D. melanogaster*. We observed similar patterns when we examined the editing conservation status between *D. melanogaster* and *D. pseudoobscura* ([fig. 2*C*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}, right panel), or between a cephalopod and its sibling species ([fig. 2*D*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Despite the fact that only a small fraction of editing events were conserved between humans and macaques (135/20,798 = 0.65% for non-*Alu* and 8,299/461,344 = 1.80% for *Alu* sequences), the CLN sites in both non-*Alu* and *Alu* regions tend to have significantly higher proportions of editing events conserved between the two species compared with the CUN or UNC sites ([fig. 2*E* and *F*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Taken together, our findings suggest that the linked editing events might be functionally important and thus preserved by natural selection during evolution. These results are well consistent with previous observation in *Drosophila* that evolutionarily conserved editing events tend to be clustered ([@msx274-B112]). We also found the linkage of editing events frequently evolve across species. The overall pattern is that on the adenosine sites that are conserved between species at the DNA sequence level, the editing sites that have linked and clustered events (CLN sites) tend to have conserved editing events between two metazoan species.

Opposite Modes of DNA Sequence Evolution Driven by Linkage of Editing Events in Metazoans
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The optimized DNA sequence contexts are important for ADAR to exert editing and DNA mutations often affect the levels or status of editing ([@msx274-B82]; [@msx274-B28]; [@msx274-B45]; [@msx274-B55]; [@msx274-B67]). The majority of the editing events in humans are located in *Alu* sequences, which are usually not conserved at the DNA sequence level ([@msx274-B76]; [@msx274-B47]). Nevertheless, the adenosine sites where editing occurs are usually conserved across different *Drosophila* or cephalopod species ([@msx274-B86]; [@msx274-B110]; [@msx274-B18]; [@msx274-B55]; [@msx274-B112]). Here we questioned whether linkage of the editing sites would affect genome evolution.

First, we examined the phyloP scores (a higher phyloP score means a higher conservation level of a DNA site) for the CLN, CUN, and UNC sites in flies. Notably, for the editing sites identified in brains or whole adults of *D. melanogaster*, the CLN sites are generally more conserved at the DNA level than the CUN or UNC sites, and this pattern persisted for the nonsynonymous, synonymous, or noncoding editing sites ([fig. 3*A*](#msx274-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Due to the unavailability of phyloP scores for the cephalopods, for each species, we calculated the proportion of adenosines that were conserved in another species to measure the conservation levels ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Briefly, we investigated the proportion of the edited adenosine sites in an octopus species (*O. vulgaris* or *O. bimaculoides*) whose orthologous sites were also adenosines in squid (*D. pealeii*). For the squid and cuttlefish (*S. oficianalis*), we examined whether the edited adenosine sites in one species were also adenosine sites in the other species. For example, in *O. vulgaris*, 5,784, 7,771, and 7,646 nonsynonymous editing sites belong to CLN, CUN, and UNC category, respectively, and 58.5%, 50.0%, and 40.2% of these sites are also adenosines in *D. pealeii*, respectively, suggesting the conservation level of the genomic sites decreased in the order of CLN, CUN, and UNC ([fig. 3*B*](#msx274-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, we observed similar patterns for the nonsynonymous editing sites in *O. bimaculoides, D. pealeii*, and *S. oficianalis* ([fig. 3*B*](#msx274-F3){ref-type="fig"}, left panel), and for the synonymous editing sites in each of the four species as well ([fig. 3*B*](#msx274-F3){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). Taken together, these results support that the linkage of editing events exerts further selective constraints on the evolution of the DNA sequences in flies and cephalopods.

![Conservation patterns of the CLN, CUN, and UNC editing sites at DNA level. (*A*) The violin plots of phyloP scores (*y*-axis) of the CLN, CUN, and UNC editing sites in the nonsynonymous (Nonsyn), synonymous (Syn) and noncoding functional categories in *D. melanogaster*. (*B*) The proportions of adenosine sites that were edited in a cephalopod species (the former in a comparison) and have orthologous sites to be adenosines in another cephalopod species (the latter in a comparison). The Fisher's exact test was performed to test differences in the proportions of conserved adenosine sites (\**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001). (*C*--*E*) The violin plots of phyloP scores (*y-*axis) of the CLN, CUN, and UNC editing sites in the Nonsyn, Syn and noncoding editing functional categories in *C. elegans* (*C*), non-*Alu* and *Alu* regions of humans (*D*) and nonrepetitive regions of mice (*E*). The numbers of total editing sites in each category are given below the violins or bars. For flies, worms, humans, and mice, only editing sites with phyloP scores available are considered and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed to test differences in phyloP scores (\**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001).](msx274f3){#msx274-F3}

In contrast, we did not find the edited adenosine sites in the CLN or CUN classes are evolutionarily more conserved than the UNC sites in the CDSs of worms ([fig. 3*C*](#msx274-F3){ref-type="fig"}) and humans ([fig. 3*D*](#msx274-F3){ref-type="fig"}), both of which have editing sites predominantly located in noncoding regions. Note that the editing sites in human *Alu* region are usually nonconserved ([fig. 3*D*](#msx274-F3){ref-type="fig"}, right panel), and for both synonymous and nonsynonymous editing sites, we observed similar patterns in both *Alu* and non-*Alu* regions. In mice, the majority of the annotated editing sites are also located in noncoding regions, and we did not observe substantial differences in phyloP scores among the CLN, CUN, and UNC sites as well ([fig. 3*E*](#msx274-F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Altogether, our results suggest that in flies and cephalopods, the linkage of editing events further constrains the evolution of the edited adenosine sites at the DNA level. However, we observed opposite patterns in humans and worms, in particular for the nonsynonymous editing sites. Previous studies suggest the nonsynonymous editing events in humans are generally nonadaptive ([@msx274-B107]). It is possible that some linked or clustered nonsynonymous editing events in humans or worms might cause more detrimental effects than the individual editing events, which would drive the adenosine sites to evolve to escape the promiscuous editing. Although some conserved linked PESs or editing events might be maintained by natural selection in worms and humans, such conserved sites only account for a small subset of the editomes. Our hypothesis is further supported by the editing level comparisons. In flies and cephalopods, the editing levels of the CLN sites are higher than the CUN or UNC sites in the nonsynonymous and synonymous functional classes ([supplementary fig. S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). However, for the nonsynonymous editing sites in worms and humans, the editing levels of the CLN sites are considerably lower compared with the CUN or UNC sites ([supplementary fig. S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). In short, lines of evidence suggest that linkage of nonsynonymous editing events in flies and cephalopods are favored by natural selection so that the adenosine sites are constrained at the DNA level. Nevertheless, the linkage of nonsynonymous editing events in worms and humans is overall selected against which drives those adenosine sites to evolve.

Verifying Linkage of Editing Events with Large-Scale Sanger-Sequencing
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To verify the linkage of editing events revealed by the NGS reads, we carried out extensive Sanger sequencing of the cDNA monoclones ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In total, we obtained 2,568 Sanger sequences of single cDNA clones in heads of three *Drosophila* species (492 sequences for *nAChRbeta1*, 296 for *Fife*, 1,002 for *qvr*, and 778 for *NaCP60E*). *nAChRbeta1* (nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor β1) is mainly expressed in the nervous system of *Drosophila* and plays an important role in fast synaptic excitatory transmission ([@msx274-B99]; [@msx274-B92]; [@msx274-B20]). In *nAChRbeta1*, we observed two PESs that were significantly linked in brains of all the three *Drosophila* species ([fig. 4*A*](#msx274-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The two linked PESs are located in the N-terminal topological domain of *nAChRbeta1*, which potentially influence functions of this receptor ([@msx274-B34]; [@msx274-B92]). In *Fife* we also found one PES that is significantly linked in brains of *D. melanogaster* ([fig. 4*B*](#msx274-F4){ref-type="fig"}). For each of the three PESs, the relative abundance of each haplotype is similar across three *Drosophila* species. Notably, the frequencies of the "GG" haplotypes are considerably high in these cases ([fig. 4](#msx274-F4){ref-type="fig"}). We further verified the haplotype frequencies and the linkage events of the editing sites by Sanger sequencing of single cDNA clones ([fig. 4](#msx274-F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Sanger verification of linked editing events in three *Drosophila* species. (*A*) In *nAChRbeta1*, two pairs of adjacent editing sites (sites 1 and 2, and sites 3 and 4) are highly linked in brains of all the three *Drosophila* species. For each of the two PESs, the first editing site is located at the third base of a codon, and the other linked editing site is located at the first base of next codon. (*B*) In *Fife*, a linked pair of editing sites (sites 5 and 6) that are located at the first and second bases of the same codon, is conserved across three *Drosophila* species. The linkage events revealed by NGS reads were verified by the Sanger sequencing of cDNA monoclones. For each of the three double editing pairs, the genomic location, haplotype frequencies, the resultant amino acids, and the depth of the NGS reads and Sanger sequencing results, as well as examples of Sanger sequencing traces, are shown.](msx274f4){#msx274-F4}

We also identified multiple adjacent editing sites that had editing events linked in the same RNA molecules. For example, *qvr* is involved in homeostatic regulation of circadian cycle and the voltage-gated potassium channel activity ([@msx274-B44]). There are seven editing sites located in a 24-nt CDS fragment (eight codons) in *qvr*, and editing on four of these sites causes nonsynonymous changes (site 1, 3, 5, and 7, see [supplementary fig. S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Intriguingly, the most predominant postedited RNA molecules harbor all the four nonsynonymous editing events, and this pattern is consistently observed across all the three *Drosophila* species (*P* \< 10^−5^ in all three *Drosophila* species; [supplementary fig. S13*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, the yellow haplotype; and [supplementary fig. S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for the remaining haplotypes). Our Sanger sequencing of the single cDNA clones further confirmed the linkage of these editing events in heads of the three *Drosophila* species ([supplementary fig. S13*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The pairwise LD analysis (*r^2^*) of these seven sites demonstrated that the four nonsynonymous sites (site 1, 3, 5, and 7) have stronger pairwise linkage than the other pairs in all the three *Drosophila* species ([supplementary fig. S13*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). These linked editing events might collectively affect the conformation or activity of QVR, although it is challenging to predict the functional consequences at this moment. Moreover, we detected strong linkage among four nonsynonymous editing events in *NaCP60E* in all the three *Drosophila* species (*P* \< 0.001 in each species) and further verified the linked editing events by Sanger sequencing ([supplementary fig. S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Taken together, our Sanger sequencing of single cDNA clones has further confirmed the existence of linked editing events that are also conserved in brains of three *Drosophila* species.

Non-Independent Editing of AA Dinucleotides and the Implication for Functional Prediction
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The functional consequence of the "hyper RNA editing" events was hypothesized to compete with RNAi (Scadden and Smith 2001a), facilitate cleavage of double-stranded RNAs ([@msx274-B97]b; [@msx274-B96]), retain RNAs in the nucleus ([@msx274-B113]; [@msx274-B80]), or regulate translation of *Alu*-containing transcripts ([@msx274-B40]; [@msx274-B64]). Although it is challenging to predict the combinatory effects of multiple editing events at this moment, the AA (adenosine--adenosine) double editing sites might shed light on the functional consequences of linkage of editing events.

We classified the significantly linked editing events on the AA double-editing sites into four types: Type I, the AA double-editing sites are located in the first and second bases of the same codon; type II, they are in the second and third bases of the same codon; type III, they are in the third base of an upstream codon and the first base of a downstream codon; and type IV, the AA dinucleotides are located in noncoding regions ([fig. 5*A*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Here, we only considered the first three types of AA double editing sites. For each species, we presented the AA pairs that had editing events significantly linked in CDSs in [figure 5*B*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}. For instance, we found 11 type I, 4 type II, and 15 type III AA double-editing pairs that were significantly linked (adjusted *P*-value \< 0.05) in brains of *D. melanogaster*. Intriguingly, for the type I AA double-editing sites, the original codon encodes either Asn or Lys, and the resultant amino acid after a single editing event would be Ser/Asp/Arg/Glu. However, the resultant amino acid after double editing would always be Gly ([fig. 5*C*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Although we only observed a few type I AA editing sites in flies, worms, and humans, we found hundreds of such sites in CDSs of cephalopods ([fig. 5*C*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting the combined editing events should be taken into account for amino acid changes in these species (an example was given in [supplementary fig. S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). For the type II AA double-editing sites, the resultant amino acids are merely decided by the editing events located in the second base of the codon ([fig. 5*A* and C](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The type III AA double-editing sites are located across two consecutive codons, with the "front" editing event causing a synonymous change (except when AUA was edited into AUG), and the "rear" one causes a nonsynonymous change ([fig. 5*A* and *C*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![The nonindependent editing of the AA dinucleotides and the implications for functional prediction. (*A*) Four types of AA double editing sites that are significantly linked. The first three types are located in CDSs, and the fourth type is in the noncoding region. (*B*) Numbers (in each bar) and percentages (*y*-axis) of the three types of AA double editing sites that are significantly linked (adjusted *P* \< 0.05) in each species. (*C*) Summary of the type I and type II PESs that are significantly linked in the pooled samples of each species. The codons containing type I editing sites originally encode Asn (AAT or AAC) or Lys (AAA or AAG). When both adenosines are edited, the encoded amino acid becomes Gly (GGA, GGC, GGG, or GGT). For codons containing type II editing sites, the amino acids encoded are merely decided by whether the front editing sites are edited or not. (*D*) The triplet centered with the focal editing sites based on our previous study ([@msx274-B18]). (*E*) The differences in frequency (Δ*f*) of "AG" (*f~AG~*) and "GA" (*f~GA~*) haplotypes among all the significantly linked editing events in the AA dinucleotides in CDSs of 16 representative samples. In each sample, the differences in frequency of two haplotypes were compared with the Wilcoxon sign-rank test (\**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001). (*F*) The nonindependent editing of the AA dinucleotides. Editing of the rear adenosine (Driver) facilities editing of the front adenosine (Passenger) in an AA dinucleotide.](msx274f5){#msx274-F5}

It is well recognized that the triplet centered with the focal editing site affect the editing efficiencies in various metazoan species ([@msx274-B41]; [@msx274-B13]; [@msx274-B78]; [@msx274-B18]; [@msx274-B55]; [@msx274-B112]), with G avoided immediately upstream and favored immediately downstream the focal editing site ([fig. 5*D*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus for the AA double-editing sites, the "AG" intermediates would be easier than the "GA" intermediates to be converted into the "GG" molecules. In support of this hypothesis, we found that for the significantly linked AA double editing sites, the frequencies of the AG molecules are significantly higher than the GA molecules in CDSs of flies and cephalopods ([fig. 5*E*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, our results revealed the nonindependent editing of the AA dinucleotide sites. Although the three types of AA double editing sites in CDSs have different functional consequences, our results suggest the editing events in the rear adenosine might be the driver and the immediately upstream adenosine might be the passenger, since the AG molecules are facilitated to be converted into the GG molecules ([fig. 5*F*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the editing trajectories and the linkage information of the AA double-editing sites should be considered in functional annotations of the editing events.

Discussion
==========

By adopting the LD analysis of DNA mutations in population genetics, we detected extensive linkage of editing events in flies and cephalopods, where abundant nonsynonymous A-to-I editing events are adaptive ([@msx274-B23]; [@msx274-B1]; [@msx274-B110]; [@msx274-B18]; [@msx274-B55]; [@msx274-B112]). We also carried out large-scale Sanger sequencing of single cDNA clones to verify the linkage of editing events in four genes in three *Drosophila* species. By contrast, in worms and humans, in which the editing events are mainly in the noncoding regions ([@msx274-B47]; [@msx274-B114]; [@msx274-B24]) and no adaptive signals were detected in the nonsynonymous editing sites ([@msx274-B107]), we only detected modest proportions of significantly linked editing events. Interestingly, although mice are closely related to humans, the overall linkage patterns are different between mice and humans, presumably because most editing sites in human genomes are in *Alu* sequences that originated after the divergence between humans and mice ([@msx274-B47]).

Since the slPESs tend to have shorter distances than the random neighboring editing sites ([supplementary fig. S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), it is possible that editing sites in CDSs have shorter distance to each other than those in noncoding regions, which would cause higher proportions of PESs to be significantly linked in *Drosophila* and cephalopods since they have higher proportion of editing sites in CDSs than humans or worms. However, we found the distance between two neighboring editing sites in CDSs was overall larger than that in the noncoding regions when we considered all the editing sites ([supplementary fig. S17*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) or the slPESs ([supplementary fig. S17*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) in a sample. Therefore, the distance between editing sites is unlikely to cause higher proportions of PESs to be significantly linked in *Drosophila* and cephalopods than in humans or worms. Moreover, considerably higher proportions of the slPESs were conserved between different *Drosophila* species or between cephalopods ([fig. 2*B*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}) than between human and macaques ([supplementary fig. S10*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Altogether, our results suggest the linkage of editing events in flies and cephalopods might be associated with the adaptive proteomic changes conferred by RNA editing in these two clades.

We found that linkage constrains the evolution of the adenosine sites at the DNA level in both flies and cephalopods ([fig. 3](#msx274-F3){ref-type="fig"}). It is possible that these linked editing sites are located in structurally accessible regions that allow ADAR to edit multiple adenosines simultaneously. These linked editing events, if selectively advantageous, would drive natural selection to maintain the optimized DNA sequence contexts during evolution at the cost of genome conservation, as previously observed in cephalopods ([@msx274-B55]). We also found linkage would cause the editing events to be more conserved between different *Drosophila* or different cephalopod species than the unclustered (UNC) editing sites. In contrast, we found linkage has the opposite effect on the DNA site evolution in CDSs of worms and humans. Although we found a handful of slPESs ([supplementary fig. S10*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) and thousands of editing events conserved between humans and macaques ([fig. 2*E* and *F*](#msx274-F2){ref-type="fig"}), such sites only account for a small fraction of the overwhelmingly large number of editing sites identified in humans ([@msx274-B84]; [@msx274-B47]). Furthermore, we found the CLN or CUN editing sites are usually less conserved than the UNC sites in the CDSs of worms and humans at the DNA level, in particular for the nonsynonymous editing sites. This result is congruent with previous observations that the editing targets in humans are primarily in the noncoding regions, and the majority of the nonsynonymous editing events in CDSs might be the by-products and nonadaptive ([@msx274-B107]). For example, the clustering of five editing events in serotonin 2 C receptor *HTR2C* is related to human mood, appetite, and behavior ([@msx274-B59]; [@msx274-B89]; [@msx274-B76]). It was demonstrated that the mRNA isoform containing simultaneous editing events of three out of the five sites (site A, C', and C) is more likely to be associated with suicide or mood disorder than the other isoforms ([@msx274-B29]). Notably, we also observed linkage of these editing events based on a limited number of NGS reads ([supplementary fig. S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Therefore, linkage of multiple editing events in the CDSs of humans or worms might be more deleterious, which would drive the adenosine sites to evolve to avoid promiscuous editing.

A previous study suggests that the linkage of RNA editing events might be much weaker than the linkage between DNA mutations ([@msx274-B111]). To compare the extent of linkage between editing sites versus that between SNPs, we retrieved the known SNPs in *D. melanogaster* ([@msx274-B27]) and in humans (dbSNP 150) and detected the significantly linked SNPs in the NGS reads with the same procedure used to detect linkage of editing sites ([supplementary fig. S19*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). In parallel, we also applied the same analytic procedures to detect the linkage between editing events and DNA SNPs supported by the NGS reads ([supplementary fig. S19*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Here, we conducted the analyses in human frontal gyrus that has the highest number of slPESs among all the human samples as well as in five different strains of *D. melanogaster*. At the FDR of 0.05, we detected thousands to tens of thousands of pairs of SNPs that showed significant linkage in a sample, and the majority of the *r*^2^ values were above 0.9 ([supplementary fig. S19*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data) and [*C*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). By contrast, the *r*^2^ values for the slPESs were roughly 0.4 in each sample, significantly lower than those of the linked SNPs (*P* \< 0.001 in each sample, Kolmogorov--Smirnov test; [supplementary fig. S19*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data) and [*C*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). This difference might not be surprising since the linkage between SNPs are coded at DNA level while the linkage of editing events occurs posttranscriptionally. These comparisons also suggest that the slPESs are unlikely to be caused by the erroneous annotations of SNPs as editing sites. Interestingly, we observed prevalent significant linkage between editing events and SNPs with *r*^2^ values smaller than those of the SNP--SNP linkage but larger than those of the slPESs ([supplementary fig. S19*B*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data) and [*C*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). These results are in good agreement with recent studies showing that some SNPs could influence the editing levels of neighboring sites and generate allele-specific RNA editing by changing the secondary structure or local sequence contexts in mice ([@msx274-B28]), flies ([@msx274-B82]), or humans ([@msx274-B67]).

We previously found about one third of the exonic editing sites are located in stable hairpin structures ([@msx274-B18]). Here, we also found the significantly linked editing sites are over-represented in stable hairpin structures compared with the unlinked editing sites in *Drosophila* brains (Materials and Methods, [fig. 6*A* and *B*](#msx274-F6){ref-type="fig"}). With the 50-bp single-end sequencing of *Drosophila* brains, we found ∼90% of the slPESs are located in the same sides of stable hairpin structures. Meanwhile, with the 100-bp pair-end sequencing data in adults of *D. melanogaster*, we found ∼40% of the significantly linked editing sites in the complementary sides of hairpin structures ([fig. 6*C*](#msx274-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Hence the numbers of slPESs we detected based on the Illumina NGS reads might be conservative since the sites in the complementary sides of the hairpin structures that are edited simultaneously would not be detected if their linear distances exceed the NGS read lengths. This might be particularly true for humans because human editing events mostly happen on *Alu* regions, which form double strand RNAs with a stem length of ∼300 bp ([@msx274-B3]). Indeed, we found roughly 10--20% of the slPESs in humans were located on the opposite sides if they were located in the stable hairpin structures ([fig. 6*D*](#msx274-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, further studies are needed to identify the editing sites that are further apart but significantly linked.

![The spatial distance of two linked editing sites in a hairpin structure. (*A*) The scheme illustrating the distance between two linked editing sites in a hairpin structure. Examples of PESs that are outside the hairpin (PES1), in the same (PES2) or opposite sides (PES3) of a stable hairpin structure. The distances between two editing sites in the linear mRNA and the secondary structure are show in the table below. The distance in the secondary structure was calculated as the length of the shortest path between two editing sites by treating the hairpin as a graph. (*B*) The proportion of editing sites in brains of *D. melanogaster* that are located in the stable hairpins. The editing sites were divided into CLN, CUN, and UNC categories. In each category, the numbers of total editing sites and those in stable hairpins are given above the bars. Fisher's exact tests were performed to detect the statistical differences (\*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001). (*C*) The linear (*x*-axis) and spatial (*y*-axis) distance (nt) between the significantly linked editing sites that were located in the same (red) or opposite (cyan) sides of hairpin structures in four samples of *D. melanogaster*. (*D*) Similar as (*C*) but shows the results for four human brain samples.](msx274f6){#msx274-F6}

We have primarily focused on the pairwise linkage of editing events, whereas in *qvr* and *NaCP60E* we detected the linkage of editing events on multiple sites that were conserved in different *Drosophila* species ([supplementary figs. S13 and S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Here we extended our analysis to the linkage of editing events on three editing sites. For any combination of three editing sites in a sample (we required editing level ≥0.05 at each site), we extracted the NGS reads that covered these sites and counted the "GGG" haplotype that was edited at all the three sites. We only focused on the triplets that had coverage ≥20× and compared the observed number of "GGG" haplotype to the expected one obtained with random permutations (Materials and Methods). Among all the 1,455,820 triplets supported by the NGS reads in all the samples, we in total identified 75,432 triplets of editing sites that showed significantly higher "GGG" haplotypes than the expected ones under the assumption of randomness at the FDR of 0.05 ([supplementary table S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Notably, the proportion of significantly linked triplets (the "GGG" haplotype) is higher in flies and cephalopods than in worms or humans ([supplementary fig. S20](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), which is consistent with the trend observed for the pairwise linkage of editing sites ([fig. 1*D*](#msx274-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Hence the linkage of editing events across multiple sites might be a feature of adaptive editing, and further studies are needed to identify more extensively linked editing events across multiple sites and elucidate their functional significance.

Our analyses on the AA double editing sites revealed the nonindependent editing of the AA dinucleotides. Under our interpretation, the rear editing event in the AA double editing sites facilitates editing of the front adenosine site ([fig. 5*F*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Our results suggest that considering the combinatory effect of the AA double-editing events is necessary since the resultant amino acid is different from the one expected with individual editing event (type I, [fig. 5*A*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}). We also found that synonymous editing events might facilitate the preceding nonsynonymous events (type II, [fig. 5*A*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}), or facilitated by the downstream nonsynonymous editing events (type III, [fig. 5*A*](#msx274-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, the surrounding editing contexts should also be considered when studying the function of editing sites. Overall, deciphering the linkage of the editing events would help to understand the molecular mechanism underlying editing, and the linkage information would help to better identify the functionally important editing sites.

Materials and Methods
=====================

A-to-I Editing Sites in Flies, Cephalopods, Worms, Humans, Macaques, and Mice
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, we only considered the editing sites with editing level ≥0.05 in each sample. With this criteria, we obtained 1,935 editing sites in brains of *D. melanogaster* we previously characterized (eight mRNA-Seq libraries, in total 148.7 million reads), and 729 and 408 of these editing sites had orthologous sites edited (levels ≥ 0.05) in brains of *D. simulans* (six mRNA-Seq libraries, in total 117.2 million reads) and *D. pseudoobscura* (six mRNA-Seq libraries, in total 117.5 million reads), respectively ([@msx274-B18]). We also obtained 426 sites in female and 818 sites in male adults we previously characterized ([@msx274-B18]), and 1,181 sites in adults of *D. melanogaster* identified by Zhang *et al.* ([@msx274-B112]). We compiled the RNA editing sites in cephalopods ([@msx274-B55]), worms ([@msx274-B114]), humans ([@msx274-B85]; [@msx274-B84]), rhesus macaques ([@msx274-B13]) and mice ([@msx274-B16]; [@msx274-B84]) from the original studies (in each sample sites with editing level \< 0.05 were filtered throughout this study). For humans, after removing the editing sites overlapping with human SNPs (dbSNP 150), we in total obtained 1,444,884 A-to-G editing sites in seven brain samples ([supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), including 601,662 sites identified by ([@msx274-B85]) and another 843,222 sites updated in the RADAR database ([@msx274-B84]). We obtained 7,862 editing sites in mouse brains, including 7,065 sites identified by ([@msx274-B16]) and another 797 sites updated in the RADAR database ([@msx274-B84]). The editing sites of the four cephalopod species were based on the transcriptomes of *Octopus vulgaris, Octopus bimaculoides*, *Doryteuthis pealeii*, or *Sepia oficianalis* that were assembled by a previous study ([@msx274-B55]) and downloaded from [www.tau.ac.il/](http://www.tau.ac.il/)∼elieis/squid; last accessed June 9, 2017. The functional annotations of the editing sites were parsed from the original studies or inferred with the software SnpEff version 4.3 ([@msx274-B15]) whenever necessary.

Processing of NGS Reads
-----------------------

For each of the samples above, we downloaded the raw RNA sequencing data of each study ([supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) and employed STAR (2.4.2a) ([@msx274-B17]) with default parameters to map all the sequencing reads to the corresponding reference genome or transcriptome. The genomic coordinates of editing sites, sequences and annotations of the genomes were based on the following assemblies: *D. melanogaster* (r6.04), *D. simulans* (r1.4), and *D. pseudoobscura* (r3.2) from FlyBase ([www.flybase.org](http://www.flybase.org); last accessed October 4, 2017); human (hg19) and mouse (mm10) from UCSC Genome Browser (genome.ucsc.edu); worm (Ensembl v63) and rhesus macaque (Ensembl v89) from Ensembl Genome Browser ([www.ensembl.org](http://www.ensembl.org); last accessed October 4, 2017). In case multiple libraries of mRNA-Seq for a sample of a particular species are available, we pooled the sequencing reads together to increase the statistical power in detecting linkage of the editing events.

For each BAM sequence alignment file, we extracted all the uniquely mapped reads spanning at least two editing sites with SAMtools 1.3.1 ([@msx274-B50]) and Sam2Tsv ([@msx274-B75]). Soft clipping bases in the alignments were not considered, and reads spanning only one editing sites were discarded. In each sample, we required the editing sites to have sequencing coverage ≥20× and calculated the editing levels for each site with the NGS reads. For the pair-end sequencing, we assembled the reads and treated the pair-end sequences as one single read. Then for all the pairwise combinations of editing sites that were covered by the NGS reads, we calculated the frequencies of the four possible "haplotypes" and calculated the *r^2^* and *P* value using the method in calculating LD (see below for details). For each pair-end library, the RNA insert size was estimated based on the paired-end read pairs that were uniquely aligned against the reference genome.

Linkage of Editing Events between Editing Sites
-----------------------------------------------

The calculation follows the algorithm depicted by Lewontin ([@msx274-B49]). Briefly, let us suppose: the total number of reads covering the two editing sites in a sample is *N*;the four combinatory molecules for the two sites are AA, AG, GA, and GG; and the frequency is *f~AA~*, *f~AG~*, *f~GA~*, and *f~GG~*, respectively;the frequency for the unedited (A) and edited (G) molecules for site 1 is *a~1~* and *g~1~* respectively, and the frequency for the unedited (A) and edited (G) molecules for site 2 is *a~2~* and *g~2~* respectively.

Then the LD coefficient *D* is calculated as *D *=* f~AA~ f~GG~* − *f~AG~ f~GA~*.

The correlation coefficient for the two editing sites is $r^{2} = \frac{D^{2}}{a_{1}a_{2}g_{1}g_{2}}$, with the χ^2^ statistics for testing LD written as $\chi^{2} = \frac{D^{2}N}{a_{1}a_{2}g_{1}g_{2}}$. The significance of LD (*P* value) is determined by the χ^2^ value and *df* of 1 ([@msx274-B32]). We corrected the *P* values with the Benjamini and Hochberg method ([@msx274-B8]). At the adjusted *P* \< 0.05, we in total identified 50,800 slPESs in all the species, and the majority of them (99.15%) were mutually associative (with *D *\> 0), and only a small number of them (433 PESs) were mutually exclusive (*D* \< 0). We only considered the slPESs that were mutually associative throughout this study. The analyses were performed under the R environment ([www.r-project.org](http://www.r-project.org); last accessed October 4, 2017). The haplotypes of editing events were displayed with Haploview ([@msx274-B4]) whenever necessary.

Conservation of Editing Events and Genomic DNA Sites between Species
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The orthologous sites between *D. melanogaster* and *D. simulans*, or between *D. melanogaster* and *D. pseudoobscura* were obtained from our previous study ([@msx274-B18]). The orthologous sites between *H. sapiens* and *M. musculus* or between *H. sapiens* and *M. mulatta* were determined with liftOver ([@msx274-B33]) based on the pairwise genomic alignments downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser. The procedures in aligning the CDS alignments between pairwise cephalopod species were described in [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

When defining conserved editing events between species, we required the editing sites in one species (e.g., *O. vulgaris*) to have editing level ≥0.05 in at least one sample, and the orthologous site in the other species (e.g., *O. bimaculoides*) should also be edited and have editing level ≥0.05 in at least one sample. When defining the slPESs that were conserved between species, we required the PESs to have *q* value (adjusted *P* value) \< 0.05 in at least one sample of one species (e.g., *D. melanogaster*) and a *P* value \< 0.05 in the other species (e.g., *D. simulans*).

The phyloP scores for each site of *D. melanogaster*, *C. elegans*, *H. sapiens*, and *M. musculus* were obtained from UCSC Genome Browser.

The "50-nt Mapping" Approach
----------------------------

We performed the 50 nt mapping procedure in which the pair-end libraries were used as single-end libraries by treating the two mates of a pair-end read as two independent single-end reads. In each library, the first 50 nt of each NGS read was mapped to the reference genome or transcriptome with STAR (2.4.2a), and the obtained BAM sequence alignments were subjected to the same analytic procedures as the brain samples of *Drosophila* which were sequenced with the 50-bp single-end method.

The Distance of Two Linked Editing Sites in a Hairpin Structure
---------------------------------------------------------------

The stable hairpin structures harboring the editing sites in *D. melanogaster* were identified previously ([@msx274-B18]). Specifically, we folded the flanking sequences of each editing sites with RNALfold ([@msx274-B56]) to search for the stable hairpin structures (*z* score \< −1.5, Δ*G* \< −15 kcal/mol, and the stem length \> 50 nt) that harbored the editing sites. For each slPES in humans, the sequence between the two editing sites in the slPES and 200 bp flanking sequences at each side were extracted and subjected to RNALfold to search for the stable hairpin structures with the same criteria as in *Drosophila*. If two editing sites are located in the same side of a hairpin structure, we assumed the spatial distance to be identical as the linear distance in the mRNA. For the editing sites located on the opposite sides of a hairpin structure, a path graph was generated for the sequence of the hairpin and base-pairings between nucleotides in the hairpin were added as new edges. Then the spatial distance of the PES was calculated as the length of the shortest path between the two sites, which was derived with NetworkX library in python (<https://networkx.github.io>; last accessed October 4, 2017). Therefore, the two editing sites in the opposite sides of a hairpin structure would have a shorter spatial distance than the linear distance (e.g., see [fig. 6*A*](#msx274-F6){ref-type="fig"}).

Identifying Significantly Linked Events on Three Editing Sites
--------------------------------------------------------------

In each sequence alignment BAM file, we extracted the uniquely mapped NGS reads that covered any combination of three editing sites (we required editing level ≥0.05 for each site) and counted the "GGG" haplotype (edited at all of the three sites). We only considered the triplets that had a coverage ≥20× and at least one NGS read covering the "GGG" haplotype.

For a triplet, the edited and unedited alleles for each of the three sites were randomly shuffled, and the number of GGG haplotype was counted after shuffling. This procedure was repeated for 100,000 times, and the number of replicates (*n*) in which the observed number of GGG haplotype was no larger than the simulated ones was counted. The *P* value for significant linkage of a triplet was calculated as *n*/100,000, and the adjusted *P* value was calculated for all the triplets in a sample to control for false discovery rate. Significantly linked triplets were determined at adjusted *P* value \< 0.05. We also employed similar permutation tests to estimate the significance of the linkage of editing events across multiple sites as exemplified in [supplementary figures S13 and S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

Linkage between SNPs or between SNP-Editing Site
------------------------------------------------

The editing sites in female and male adults of five strains (B12, I17, N10, T07, and ZW155) of *D*. *melanogaster* were identified previously ([@msx274-B18]), and the genome-wide SNPs of these five strains were retrieved from ([@msx274-B27]). The SNPs in humans were downloaded from dbSNP Build 150 (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/>; last accessed September 13, 2017). We chose human frontal gyrus as a representative example since this sample has the highest number of slPESs among all the human samples. We examined the linkage between SNPs or between a SNP and an editing site with the same procedure used to detect linkage of editing sites as illustrated in [supplementary figure S19*A*](https://academic.oup.com/mbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/molbev/msx274#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

Data Accession of Sanger Sequencing
-----------------------------------

The Sanger sequencing data of the four genes (*nAChRbeta1*, *Fife*, *qvr*, and *NaCP60E*) are submitted to NCBI with the accession numbers MF504162--MF506729.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online.
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======================
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